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free. I disagree with your premise. I could not even imagine a world without genre movies. I like genre movies. I like the simple stories, the character driven dramas, the odd
romances, the campy thrillers, the goofy comedies, the smart thrillers. Yes, the superhero movies are on here (and "Serenity" is a perfect example of a genre movie with a

universal appeal) but I believe that is because of the uniqueness of the characters and the idea of human beings fighting for the greater good. I still don't believe that a
superhero film without a message can have a great message, for that you have to respect the characters and not just their skills. I think fantasy films are probably next in
line with great messages for kids. Action films should be right behind that. In fact, with superheroes, the more generic they are, the better it is for the theme of the movie.
That way, it is accessible to people of all ages and all levels of appreciation for high art. The "oktoberfest" that we have with the superhero movies could be a pretty good

way to educate. Get together, every year, and pick a new superhero movie and watch them all together. Then watch the two or three that are good to compare and contrast.
Or find out why one of them wasn't great. I disagree with your premise 6d1f23a050
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